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NUCLEAR POWER AS A REGIONAL ENERGY SUPPLY

INTRODUCTION

The development and utilization of nuclear energy is an

attractive option available to Eastern utility planners in

its major application for electricity generation.

Electricity, as such in 1981, supplied some 33% of

total New Brunswick and some 29% of total Atlantic Province

energy requirements.

The question is then "What is the rol^ of nuclear in

electricity generation in the Eastern Canadian utility

context?"

URANIUM AS A NATIONAL CANADIAN RESOURCE

Our Canadian reserves of uranium, in the "economically

recoverable" context of 1982, have been quoted as some

360,000 tonnes at up to $135/kgu and some 760,000 tonnes at

up to $2 0 0/kgu. By comparison, the 600 MW Lepreau unit

requires some 100 Tonnes per year.

The coal equivalent of those total reserves approxi-

mates to some 13 to 15 Billion Tonnes.

Beyond this massive resource there is the advanced

uranium/thorium reactor and its ultimate ability to multiply

our existing resource many times.

The uranium resource is a major subject in itself.

Surely, though, there is no argument that we own the re-

source and its potential is very great indeed. The issue is

one of exploitation.
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CANDU PLANT DEVELOPMENT

The Canadian system began, as an electricity producer,

with first criticality of the NPD reactor on April 11, 1962.

It's interesting indeed to note that many of those now so

prominent in the industry today "were there" when first

criticality was achieved. Lome McConnell, Larry Woodhead,

Jon Jennekins, Fred Boyd, are but a few and I would include

our own Roger MacKenzie - Pt. Lepreau Plant Manager.

Clearly Ontario Hydro has provided the application and

development skills to translate AECL's engineering achieve-

ments into the Candu system we know today. With 18 reactors,

with a -octal capaoiiity of some 10,500 Mtf's, in service or

being commissioned, Ontario is a world showcase of what

Candu can do in multi-unit service applications. The top

ten world reactors, based on reported performance, are

consistently dominated by Ontario Hydro.

The 6 00 MW series is an AECL approach to providing

single unit plants for relatively small systems such as NB

Power and for the so-called developing countries of the

world.

To a very real degree we, in New Brunswick, are in the

role of proving a unit which has a fair degree of "prototype"

in its nature along with our utility friends in Quebec with

Gentilly #2, and with Argentina and Korea.

Lepreau #1 went "first critical" on July 24, 1982.

It produced first power on September 11, 1982.

It began Commercial operation on February 1st, 1983.

It has demonstrated itself to be a fine unit in its

early operation and quite consistent with the Candu tradition.
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The future of the Candu 600 as a single unit plant, or

as individually phased units of multi-unit plant develop-

ment, appears assured to the extent to which nuclear is .

recognized and accepted as a desirable option.

THE ULTIMATE ECONOMICS

The cost components of nuclear are rather widely recog-

nized.

Basically - the high capital cost associated with such

a large, complex, strictly controlled, high technology

development and the low fuel cost characteristic of the

natural uranium fuel cycle.

People become very conscious of the "billion dollar

syndrome" associated with nuclear and tend to overlook the 3

to 4 Mil fuelling cost of natural uranium as compared to the

current 40 Mil levels of oil fuelled plants.

The cost characteristic is closer to that of the high

capital, low operating cost hydro plant than that of the

somewhat lower capital cost of a fossil fuelled plant with

its ever escalating high cost fuel component. Nuclear is,

thus, largely inflation proof.

There is, in the small utility context, the problem of

the "short term pain" that results from the initial high

capital requirement and the relatively large capacity incre-

ments involved. With a measure of good fortune even the

short term pain may be negligible or non-existent. In the

longer term the cost picture is all positive when compared

to the comparable fossil fueled alternatives.

While allowing for the extreme difficulty irç fore-

casting oil fuel increases it is still clear that while

their extent and rate of inflation are dependent on varying

political and economic factors the trend must be upward as

it will be for the more normal, but not entirely unrelated,

escalation pattern of coal.
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Figure I demonstrates the long term cost comparison

between nuclear, coal, and oil as electricity producers as

they are seen in the New Brunswick context. The economics

are obvious.

It is also clearly recognized that the Pickering and

Bruce plants of Ontario Hydro are among the most dramatic

recent investments in future low cost energy generation in

the Canadian utility industry today and on the world scene.

In the estimate of nuclear costs it will be of interest

to note that NB Power has allowed for the accummulation of

funds, based on a Mils/KWH charge, on actual generation, to

cover long term waste management and on an annual charge

basis to cover ultimate decommissioning costs.

THE "ISSUES" FOR A "SMALL" UTILITY

• Economic Nuclear Unit Sizes

It must first "be recognized that a 600 MW unit repre-

sents a large capacity increment in terms of its relation-

ship to total system size. In the case of NB Power it

represents some 38% of its total internal Provincial load.

This presents both technical and economic complications.

Technical - in the sense that system reserves must be

adequate, in size and response capability, to cover the

loss of this large capacity increment without intro-

ducing an unacceptable system disturbance.

The requirement here is for:

strong interconnections with large, neighbouring

utilities to ensure an instantaneous inflow of

energy to displace a tripped unit.
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strong internal transmission from the unit to the

interconnections.

Entitlement agreements whereby shared term owner-

ship of the unit provides an effective sharing of

total output and a consequent reduction in coverage

required.

Financial - in the sense that its high capital cost

must be supported to gain the benefit flowing from low

fuel costs. Thus - removal from service of the generating

plant, for whatever reason, results in an extreme cost

increase in replacement energy during the period of

unavrilabi"! ity.

Again - the solution lies in term participation agree-

ments that allow a sharing of financial risks along with

financial benefits.

Certainly - the optimum Eastern Canadian solution would

be in a regional multi-utility entity with such development

on a joint ownership basis.

In the Maritime nuclear context such a multi-utility

approach has, as yet, eluded us and New Brunswick has had to

place its reliance on international arrangements with United

States utilities that, for it at least, achieve the same re-

sults. Basically, a limited term entitlement arrangement

whereby the participating utilities fully cover a fixed

share of the ownership costs and receive a proportionate

share of output on an incremental cost basis. Following the

6-8 year term involved at Lepreau full ownership benefits

revert to NB Power.

Figure II illustrates the geographical context in which

these arrangements have been developed.
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• Construction

The project, once undertaken, becomes a true "Mega pro-

ject" in the full sense of the word. The work is involved,

technically demanding, extremely extensive, and carries with

it a regulatory and quality control requirement not previously

experienced.

It is vital to bring together, in some harmonious and

mutually beneficial manner, the often competing interests of

contractors and unions. Regional impacts become of great

concern tempered, as they must be, with the need to introduce

national and international skills and experiences.

It is vital then that the interests of government and

the utility, of contractors and unions, of environmentalists

and economists, of local business and social interests, all

be resolved in a manner that will yield the best possible

result for those who ultimately must benefit - the consumer

of electricity.

It is a challenge that must, in the smaller regional

context, be experienced to be appreciated.

• Management

There must, of course, be a full control by utility

management consistent with its ultimate responsibility for

the results achieved.

Tempered with th'is must be a major input of National

and International Management skills and experience. One

» cannot be displaced by the other if ultimate success is to

be achieved.
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• Staffing

With a first time entry in the field of nuclear gener-

ation there is a major effort required to develop the staff

competency, and qualifications, required to commission,

operate and maintain a nuclear plant. Operators, main-

tainers, analysts, physicists, engineers, chemists, health

physicists, etc., must be selected, trained and brought,

where required, to full AECB licenced status prior to any

reactor operation.

Our "core" group of experienced personnel was on hand

some 8 years before first operation. Clearly many of these

had to come from a utility with Candu experience. In Canada

this means Ontario Hydro who were not only tolerant of our

needs but who have been consistently extremely supportive of

our efforts.

There is no final "short-cut" to the achievement of

fully licenced operators. Previous licensing is helpful but

only, in the formal sense, where "general" nuclear and

conventional plant subjects are involved. It is not relevant

to "plant specific" requirements.

Training to meet licencing requirements is an issue of

absolute paramount importance in planning and developing an

operating staff. The dollars are staggering. In our case

some $10,000,000 can be directly attributed to date to

salaries of candidates and instructors, external agency

support, and in supporting training experience through

secondment to running plants. And that, of course, repre-

sents only the formal training for licencing and does not

cover specific, on the job, training in actual plant main-

tenance and operation. The total training and development

costs for the operating staff now at site is approaching

$20,000,000 with an annual training budget of some $3,500,000.
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While much can be achieved within the utility it has

been found vital, in our case, to draw in the skills and

experience of the Community College and University commu-

nities to ensure the full training capacility required.

• Regional Industrial Capabilities

Beyond the obvious need to support the construction

effort there is a need for continuing service industry

support to the operating plant.

The small utility will find limitations arising both

from the diversity of contract support services required and

from contractor's lack of familiarity with, and sometimes in

ability -co meet, the requirements oi radiation protection

training and quality assurance standards. Clearly the

utility has to be in the forefront of promoting and en-

couraging companies to meet these requirements.

• "Public" Perceptions

Undertaking the development of a nuclear plant will

place the utility squarely in the middle of the "adversary"

cycle although one would suspect that a major development

such as a large tidal plant might not fare much better.

Dedicated pressure groups will, often initially through

well intended concerned people, bring to bear the full force

of nationally, and internationally, organized oppositions.

The media will see this as an opportunity for debate - free

lancers and commentators will, with some exceptions, be

sensational and negative - and the normal political process

will guarantee a generally negative reaction in opposition.

Support must come from government as it has so cqn-

sistently in the case of our project. The "silent majority"

will be supportive as long as the utility's activities are

seen as reasonable and credible but it will offer little in

vocal support.
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The situation is a lonely one indeed for the utility

and will only marginally improve, at least at the vocal

level, with carefully, and sensitively, structured public

relations activities.

There is a clear role for structured public discussion

but it will often be dominated by the dedicated opponent. On

the other hand many provincial and local groups are prepared

to give, and will give, an unbiased reception. Presentations

to school classes and Teachers associations, and to Com-

munity College and University groups are all effective.

The real requirements are patience, sensitivity, per-

32.r/-jrancc, a "'.hirfc ."kin" and, above al? ^lse, to be

absolutely credible at all times.

Interestingly, as the plant moves into full operation

support will grow with success. One would assume though

that this too will depend on continuation of that same

success.

• The Regulatory Role

There is a reality here that is difficult for a utility

with conventional plant experience to grasp and to ultimately

live with. Nuclear generation is surely the most closely

controlled activity in our industrial/commercial world.

While the issue may be debatable in specific instances the

reality is the law of the land.

In Canada - regulation is the responsibility of the

Atomic Energy Control Board functioning under the provisions

of the Atomic Energy Control Act.

!

There will be many times when compliance with regulations

will be seen as having a major impact on schedules, on costs

and on staff commitments.
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A key issue, in our experience, is to develop very

specific understandings at the inception of a project as to

the "rules of the game" if costly changes and delays are' to

be avoided. Here the onus must be equally on the Designer,

the Regulator, the Builder and the Operator to ensure the

broadest possible understanding of criteria to be applied,

approvals to be required and the processes, including

timing, to be followed.

There is general agreement by both regulators and

utility alike that "streamlining" of the present process is

vital in ensuring both effective, and adequate, regulation

and the ability to develop, maintain, and operate nuclear

plants on a reasonable and economic basis. Without this the

nuclear industry will have a difficult future indeed.

The key is to develop:

an early, and effective, understanding of the

"rules of the game".

mutual trust, credibility, and understanding of

objectives.

an ability to ensure discussion, and resolution,

of outstanding issues before negative impacts are

felt.

One area of particular concern shared by both AECB and

the utilities is the training and qualification process of

operating staff. Progress is being made but, it is fair to

say, that this continues as one of the most difficult areas

for both those now established in the business and those who

are new to it.

It is also very important that regulatory groups be

staffed by competent, experienced people whose knowledge and

understanding of the technology, and of the industry, is

extensive.
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Regulatory groups can, like any other organization,

become affected by the crusader, and by the risk of the

"ivory cower", but this, in our experience, is balanced by

the experienced, responsible staff members who provide the

final judgement and decision making process.

Clearly a most important initial and continuing action

on the part of the utility is. to acquire and retain com-

pletely knowledgeable staff, with recognized credibility and

experience in nuclear technology, to be in the forefront of

resolving the many complex, detailed, technical issues that

will arise in the regulatory process.

THE FUTURE - WHAT ARE THE REGIONAL OPPORTUNITIES?

Nuclear power offers a highly competitive, relatively

inflation free, energy source for the region which is fully

compatible with our other Maritime resources existing and

potential.

In the characteristic of the normal daily, weekly,

monthly, and annual load requirements there is a constant

load component that is ideally matched to the constant load

operation best suited to nuclear generation.

Coal Fired thermal plants are well suited to the inter-

mediate load area where loading requirements vary with the

daily, weekly, monthly or seasonal characteristics of demand.

Hydro, such as we have in the Maritimes, is largely of

the "peaking" variety ideally suited to meeting the hourly

variations in the load cycle.
I

The combination of coal, hydro and nuclear is an ideal

long term mix which could readily incorporate major tidal

development in an overall regional concept.
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The immediate future for expanded nuclear generation in

the region appears very much related to the possible addi-

tion of a second unit at Lepreau. Such a development would

be jointly owned by Provincial and Federal interests, would

be under a 15 - 20 year shared entitlement ownership arrange-

ment with U.S. utilities for a large part of its output, and

would be maintained and operated by NB Power.

In the longer term one could see the application of

nuclear generation in the region wherever alternative base

load fossil fueled, or large base load hydro, developments

have a less economic cost picture due to either fuel or

transmission cost considerations.

CONCLUSION

Nuclear power offers a fully viable, and economically

attractive energy source which, in the small system context,

requires innovative financial, technical and contractual

arrangements to allow its successful integration into the

power system.

In embarking on a nuclear program the utility must

recognize the complexity of the technology, of the staff

acquisition and development problems involved, of the regula-

tory impacts and of the public and political issues that

will inevitably accompany its development.

The Candu system is a proven system with world leader-

ship in availability and performance. Its fuel is an

indigenous Canadian resource. Its environmental impact is

minimal. Its futuYe is limited only by the resolve of

utilities and governments, by its acceptability to the

public, and by the efficiency and effectiveness with which

Designers, Contractors, Operators and Regulators can come to

a common ground in ensuring its continuing viability as a

unique Canadian Resource.


